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Wiring Duct, Flexible Conduit and Tubing

Duct Cover Included
Braided Sleeving
This lightweight polyester sleeving
has an open weave to allow a maximum range of diameter expansion

AutomationDirect offers Iboco rigid wiring duct in a variety of sizes and styles for all your
panel wiring needs. The T1 (standard) and T1E (thin finger) series open-slot rigid duct, and
TSH (solid) series are made of PVC and carry a UL 94V-0 flammability rating. All styles are
available in standard gray and white. The T1 series is also available in blue and black, for
specialized wiring identification. Using blue wiring duct indicates the wiring inside runs to
intrinsically safe (meaning where safety is essential) components in a control panel. Control panels used in chemical plants, grain elevators or other environments where explosive
gases may exist are examples of intrinsic blue duct applications. The black wire duct was
introduced as a product for the data communication industry. Network cabling systems,
fiber cable racks, patch panels and telecommunication closets, are examples of applications for the black wire duct. All duct is sold in 2 meter lengths, complete with covers, in
convenient multi-piece packages or by the piece.
DINOSAUR flexible wiring duct is self-adhesive, and can be bent and
twisted without breaking. Wiring duct accessories include spiral wrap,
braided sleeving, replacement rigid duct covers, and mounting and
labeling accessories.

Spiral Wrap
Neatly group wire bundles
simply and economically

RACO straight and right angle (90º) liquid-tight metallic connectors are
made for use in outdoor and indoor locations on flexible metallic liquidtight conduit and Type B flexible non-metallic liquid-tight conduit. They
feature a patented split gland-ring that is designed to slip onto the conduit quickly and to grip the jacket of the conduit, speeding installation,
assuring a perfect seal, and preventing pullouts.
I-Flex leak-proof, flexible, electrical conduit tubing can be
used in extremely tight quarters, thanks to its flexibility. It is just
right for basic applications where fast installation and maximum flexibility are a must, and is the solution in areas where
movement, vibration, or flexing can be a problem. This tubing
provides excellent tensile strength and the smooth interior wall
protects wiring. All models are available in light gray or black.

The Liquatite line by Electri-Flex includes a wide variety of liquidtight flexible conduits, ranging from UL listed and CSA certified products to specialized conduits
designed for extreme temperature, non-halogen, low smoke, RFI shielding and
food grade applications.
These conduits offer the advantages of a flexible sealed raceway coupled with
the options of metal cores for strength of a metal core or non-metal cores where
weight or corrosion may be an issue.
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